Chapter 7

Social Media Toolkit
In this chapter, we describe the Social Media Toolkit (SMT) – a set of tools built on
top of the SocialLink approach to facilitate testing and development of SocialLink as well
as to enable its application in various use cases. Firstly, SMT implements solutions for
two distinct Named Entity Linking (NEL) scenarios: the direct disambiguation of user
mentions in tweets against DBpedia and the disambiguation of named entities on arbitrary
text against Twitter. Both scenarios exploit either the SocialLink pipeline, described in
Chapter 3, or the SocialLink resource as seen in Chapter 4. Secondly, SMT provides a
convenient API and user interface to debug and test SocialLink and is able to work both
with the Twitter REST API1 data directly and with the indices built during the data
acquisition phase of the SocialLink pipeline as the source of data.
In addition to describing the SMT capabilities, here we will showcase the two systems
built relying on the SMT to implement their core functionality: the NEL pipeline that
participated in EVALITA 2016 competition called MicroNeel and the social media management platform called Pokedem. Both are vivid examples of the solutions that could be
built on top of the SocialLink pipeline in general and the SMT in particular.
The SMT is described in Section 7.1. In Section 7.2, we detail the MicroNeel pipeline
and Section 7.3 showcases the Pokedem system. Finally, we o↵er discussion and future
directions for the SMT toolset in Section 7.4.

7.1

System Description

SMT is a set of tools designed to support both the development and the production
use of SocialLink and the related approaches. The list of SMT capabilities ranges from
exposing the prebuilt SocialLink resource for downstream tasks to providing custom-built
SocialLink-based pipelines designed to enable additional use cases.
1

https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/api-reference-index
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Figure 7.1. Debug UI of SMT built for testing the NEL functionality. This UI is also used to validate
the SocialLink approach using NEL as a downstream task. The user inputs arbitrary text; the system
highlights named entities using one of the NER backends; then given the selected token the API returns
pairwise scores for each of the configured candidate selection models.

7.1.1

System API

The core module of SMT is the REST API written in Java that implements the main
use cases of SocialLink pipeline and resource. SMT acts in two main capacities: it is used
as a microservice to deliver the SocialLink capabilities to the downstream systems (like
MicroNeel and Pokedem presented in Section 7.2 and 7.3 respectively); and it is used
to manually debug and validate di↵erent setups of SocialLink, for example, using the UI
shown in Figure 7.1 to facilitate such testing.
Alignments This part of the API consists of two methods that enable access to the
deployed version of SocialLink resource. Both methods report pairwise entity-to-profile
scores obtained during the candidate selection phase, providing alignments for an entity or
a profile based on preselected thresholds.2
Firstly, the alignments/by resource uri method implements the regular forward query
providing a list of SocialLink candidates for a given entity URI. This method is able to use
owl:sameAs link to correctly resolve the entity URI and the candidates are returned along
with their scores.
The second method, alignments/by twitter id, implements the reverse query to SocialLink
resource: given a Twitter profile it lists all the entities that have this Twitter profile
as a candidate. If the profile is linked to some entity, this entity will be appropriately
marked. In case no entity is linked to a target profile, this method will also return the
2

Thresholds include the minimum score for all versions of SocialLink and the minimum improvement
for v1.0 and v2.0. Additionally, for v3.0 candidates are rescaled according to the procedure detailed in
Section 3.4.1
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dbr:European_Space_Agency
dbr:NASA
dbr:European_Space_Agency
This week, @esa & @NASA's dbr:NASA
SOHO satellite will see comet 96P/Machholz swing by the Sun for the 5th time! ☀☄

(a)
@jeremycorbyn
@theresa_may
This week, @esa & @NASA's SOHO
satellite will see comet 96P/Machholz
swing by the Sun for the 5th time! ☀☄
Prime Minister Theresa May and Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn have clashed over the state of the NHS’s accident
@jeremycorbyn
@theresa_may
Prime Minister Theresa May and Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn have clashed over the state of the NHS’s accident

(b)
Figure 7.2. SMT API implements two NEL scenarios: direct disambiguation of mentions in tweets via the
SocialLink resource and NEL on arbitrary texts against Twitter.

most probable type for this profile (either PERSON, ORGANISATION or OTHER) based on the
list of candidate matching entities and their scores. This feature e↵ectively allows users
to disambiguate profile mentions in tweets against DBpedia directly or, at the very least,
to acquire the most probable type for a mentioned profile. This method is employed to
improve the NEL system called MicroNeel described in Section 7.2. Figure 7.2a showcases
this capability.
Annotation Annotation toolset provides a set of NEL pipelines that rely on the SocialLink approach to link named entities in an arbitrary text to Twitter profiles. For example,
as seen in Figure 7.2b, SMT is able to identify Theresa May and Jeremy Corbyn in a small
passage as named entities and link them to their official Twitter accounts: @theresa may and
@jeremycorbyn respectively. This disambiguation from a surface form to a corresponding
Twitter profile is implemented using a modified, generalized and customizable version
of the SocialLink pipeline. This pipeline consists of the same three phases described in
Chapter 3 – namely, data acquisition, candidate acquisition, and candidate selection – but
builds on generalized notions of “user” and “entity”. In SocialLink the user is the Twitter
profile while the entity is the KB entry. In this NEL scenario addressed by SMT, the
user is still the Twitter profile, but the entity is an object derived from the surface form
in the text and its surrounding textual context (plus perhaps any available metadata
that can be used as context). Endpoints described here are able to run multiple pipeline
configurations enabling users to ensemble them into a better performing and robust system.
For example, during the candidate acquisition phase it is possible to search candidates
both using Twitter API and the User Index, expanding the list of candidates to increase
the recall of the system when applied to less popular named entities.
The first annotation method of the API, annotate/ner, performs just the Named Entity
Recognition (NER) using the configured backend. The second method, annotate/twitter,
runs the complete three-phase pipeline using the preselected named entity as target for
disambiguation and the rest of the text as context returning the sorted list of candidate
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profiles alignments along with their scores. In addition to the provided SocialLink models,
this method also runs a set of simple text-based approaches that act as baselines for
testing purposes. Optionally, this method can return all the debug information reported by
various subsystems: which textual tokens were matched against the vocabulary, similarity
scores produced by similarity-based features, information about missing data, the order of
candidate as returned by candidate acquisition phase, the number of filtered out candidates.
The annotate/twitter/simple method runs a simplified SocialLink pipeline (User Indexbased candidate acquisition, single simplified candidate selection model) allowing greater
disambiguation speed at the cost of less annotation results. This method is designed to
work in production environments.
Finally, the “/” endpoint combines annotate/ner and annotate/twitter/simple disambiguating all entities of types PERSON and ORGANISATION in a given text.
Misc Additionally, SMT’s REST API provides some quality-of-life tools for accessing
Twitter including searching with topical filtering (profile/* methods), Twitter API mirroring
(twitter/*) and additional debug methods, such as annotate/is similar that allows comparing
an entity and a Twitter profile in terms of textual similarity.
7.1.2

Configuration

SMT can be configured based on the requirements of the downstream tasks. The first
configurable part is the choice of the tokenization and Named Entity Recognition system
that given an arbitrary text would split it into tokens and, optionally, highlight named
entities and their types. SMT supports two such systems out of the box: the Stanford
CoreNLP (Manning et al., 2014) and the Wiki Machine.3 The CoreNLP system, used by
default, comes as a prepackaged dependency and doesn’t require any additional configuration. While the Wiki Machine has to be installed and configured separately and the SMT
would query its API to annotate the target text.
Secondly, as mentioned above, annotation toolset of SMT reuses the three-phase logic
of the SocialLink pipeline, where each phase can either be a custom approach or taken
as detailed in Chapters 3 and 4. Each phase can be independently configured as needed
depending on a task and environment. SMT started as a test bench for SocialLink to
perform live alignments using di↵erent combinations of features, input resources and neural
models. The most basic setup requires neither the Entity Index nor the User Index to be
present to perform the alignment. Additionally, the alignments API supports the usage
of precomputed SocialLink alignments instead of live candidate acquisition and candidate
selection steps.
3

http://thewikimachine.fbk.eu/
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Data Acquisition An entity in SMT is represented as a URI bundled with some amount
of attributes describing it (context), while the user is a collection of Twitter API-compatible
objects that typically include textual content (either written by the user or mentioning
the user) and the user profile. This way the entity representation can accommodate a
variety of data sources including RDF/OWL-based KBs as well as entities constructed
from the arbitrary semi-structured data, like a named entity surface form with its context
in a text. On the other hand, even though the SMT is designed to work with Twitter data,
any other social media that o↵er similar functionality (named semi-structured profiles,
a social graph, textual content) can be exploited. In other words, within SMT Twitter
provides a reference format for user data that is general enough to accommodate user data
from other social media.
Di↵erent SMT setups expect varying number of feature families to be produced from
those entity and user representations. In its most complete form, SMT expects the following
sources of features:
1. Entity attributes (either artificially constructed or queried from the specified knowledge base via its SPARQL endpoint based on entity URI):
(a) Type information – using the rdfs:type property set to either dbo:Person,
dbo:Organisation, dbo:Company or any other value to be considered of type
OTHER.
(b) Names – using foaf:name, foaf:givenName, foaf:surname and rdfs:label properties.
(c) Entity descriptions – using dbo:abstract and rdfs:comment properties.
2. User attributes:
(a) User profile – object compatible with Twitter user object.4 Can be artificially
constructed, acquired from the User Index or queried directly from Twitter
REST API.
(b) Real user context – a collection of tweets written by a user compatible with
data format of the tweet object in Twitter.5
(c) Estimated user context – preprocessed text written by a user derived from a
stream of tweets and stored in the User Index.
(d) Estimated social graph – social graph of the user approximated from a stream
of tweets and stored in the User Index.
4
5

https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/tweets/data-dictionary/overview/user-object
https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/tweets/data-dictionary/overview/tweet-object
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Besides the user profile, none of these sources of features are mandatory. The type
information may be missing, in which case the entity will be considered of type OTHER. In
case names for the entity are unavailable, the default name would be constructed from
the entity URI (e.g., http://dbpedia.org/resource/Barack_Obama would have Barack
Obama as name). The entity descriptions can be empty, meaning that no textual features
would be available during the candidate selection phase. Real and estimated user contexts
can be used together, either of which or even both can be empty. The estimated social
graph is only required for the most complete model described in Chapter 3; without graph
information, the approach would either default to average social graph embedding or
ignore graph features based on configuration of the candidate selection phase.
Candidate Acquisition Two approaches are available in the SMT: live, based on
Twitter search API queries, and index-based, relying on the User Index. The live approach
implements the pipeline used in v1.0 of SocialLink: a single name-based search query is
made to the search API using the top performing strategy, Strict, as described in our
original paper (Nechaev et al., 2017b). The index-based approach is built upon the strategy
detailed in Section 3.3.2 and used for versions v2.0 and v3.0 of SocialLink. Approaches can
be used together, in which case the outputs are merged. Additionally, some variations
of the SocialLink model use the explicit order provided by this phase. In case of the live
approach, the order is returned by the Twitter API, while the index-based approach results
are sorted based on a name-user pair frequency as observed from the stream of tweets.
The order information is not available in case the two approaches are used together.
Candidate Selection Finally, SMT supports a multitude of di↵erent selection models
based on available information gathered during the data acquisition phase. Candidate
selection consists of two parts: feature extraction and prediction. Feature extraction
produces a feature vector by either directly extracting features from the input data or
populating features based on available user or entity identifiers using external resources.
For example, given the textual information extracted from the initial entity and user
representations, di↵erent dense or sparse vectorial representations can be produced based
on the SMT configuration and to be used for the downstream prediction model. On
the other hand, features, such as Wikipedia page statistics, social and knowledge graph
embeddings are populated based on the respective identifiers. There are three basic feature
extraction strategies that define three families of approaches implemented in the SMT:
• ISWC17Strategy implements Nechaev et al. (2017d) approach used in v2.0 of SocialLink. It defines basic feature families that exploit various similarities and categorical
features derived from the available entity and user information corresponding to the
base feature set as described in Table 3.3.
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• PAI18Strategy implements the Nechaev et al. (2018b) approach used in v3.0 of
SocialLink extracting the social graph and the knowledge graph-based features using
the user and entity URIs.
• SMTStrategy extracts profile features described in Table 5.2 along with social graph
embeddings and text embeddings derived from the provided textual contexts for the
user and the entity. This strategy is specifically designed to require a bare minimum
of information to be populated during data acquisition performing the least amount
of feature engineering and streaming raw embeddings directly to the prediction
model.
Each feature extraction strategy is configurable. For example, di↵erent precomputed word,
social and knowledge graph embeddings can be used and some of the feature families (e.g.,
homepage matching or Wikipedia statistics) may be skipped.
Finally, the appropriate predictor model has to be trained. The training module of SMT
is written in Python/Tensorflow. The model is typically trained on a DBpedia-based gold
standard available on our website6 using the same feature configuration as was employed
during the feature extraction step. The training procedure involves conducting a full
ten-fold cross-validation, out of which a production-ready ensemble model is produced
averaging the scores provided by each of the trained models. Trained model is then exposed
as a microservice allowing the rest of the SMT to query it supplying the unscaled feature
vector to acquire the predicted score for each candidate-entity pair.

7.2

MicroNeel: A Tool to Perform Named Entity Detection and
Linking on Microposts

In this section, we present the MicroNeel system for Named Entity Recognition and Entity
Linking on Italian microposts that builds on the SMT system described in Section 7.1.1
and which was employed during our participation in the NEEL-IT task at EVALITA
2016. After performing a comprehensive preprocessing on input tweets, it merges SMT’s
annotations with the output of two state-of-the-art NLP tools, The Wiki Machine (Palmero
Aprosio and Giuliano, 2016) and Tint (Palmero Aprosio and Moretti, 2016), using a custom
rule-based or supervised approach. MicroNeel uses the SMT API to access the SocialLink
resource alignments, employing it not only for the direct named entity disambiguation but
also to determine the type of the target named entity using the populated candidates for
each entity.
6

https://w3id.org/sociallink#download
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7.2.1

Background

Microposts, i.e., brief user-generated texts that include tweets, checkins, status messages,
etc., are becoming an increasingly relevant source for information extraction. The application of Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques to microposts presents unique
challenges due to their informal nature, noisiness, lack of sufficient textual context (e.g., for
disambiguation), and use of specific abbreviations and conventions like #hashtags, @user
mentions, retweet markers and so on. As a consequence, standard NLP tools designed
and trained on more ‘traditional’ formal domains, like news article, perform poorly when
applied to microposts and are outperformed by NLP solutions specifically-developed for
this kind of content (see, e.g., Bontcheva et al. 2013).
Recognizing these challenges and following similar initiatives for the English language,
the NEEL-IT7 task (Basile et al., 2016a) at EVALITA 20168 (Basile et al., 2016b) aims
at promoting the research on NLP for the analysis of microposts in the Italian language.
The task is a combination of Named Entity Recognition (NER), Entity Linking (EL), and
Coreference Resolution for Twitter tweets, which are short microposts of maximum 140
characters (now doubled to 280) that may include hashtags, user mentions, and URLs
linking to external Web resources. Participating systems have to recognize mentions of
named entities, assign them a NER category (e.g., person), and disambiguate them against
a fragment of DBpedia containing the entities common to the Italian and English DBpedia
chapters; unlinked (i.e., NIL) mentions have finally to be clustered in coreference sets.
We participated to the NEEL-IT task with our MicroNeel system, which builds on SMT
and allows us to showcase SMT’s Named Entity Linking capabilities. In MicroNeel we
investigated the use of two NER and EL tools on microposts – The Wiki Machine (Palmero
Aprosio and Giuliano, 2016) and Tint (Palmero Aprosio and Moretti, 2016) – that
were originally developed for more formal texts. To achieve adequate performances,
we complemented them with: (i) a preprocessing step where tweets are enriched with
semantically related text, and rewritten to make them less noisy; (ii) a NEL pipeline
directly disambiguating user mentions in tweets, provided by the SMT; and (iii) rule-based
and supervised mechanisms for merging the annotations produced by NER, EL, and SMT,
resolving possible conflicts.
The Wiki Machine9 is an open source Entity Linking tool that automatically annotates
a text with respect to Wikipedia pages. The output is provided through two main steps:
entity identification, and disambiguation. The Wiki Machine is trained using data extracted
from Wikipedia and is enriched with Airpedia (Aprosio et al., 2013), a dataset built on
top of DBpedia (Lehmann et al., 2015) that increases its coverage over Wikipedia pages.
7

http://neel-it.github.io/
http://www.evalita.it/2016
9
http://thewikimachine.fbk.eu/
8
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Figure 7.3. The overview of the system.

Tint10 (Palmero Aprosio and Moretti, 2016) is an easy-to-use set of fast, accurate
and extensible Natural Language Processing modules for Italian. It is based on Stanford
CoreNLP11 (Manning et al., 2014) and is distributed open source. Among other modules,
the Tint pipeline includes tokenization, sentence splitting, part-of-speech tagging and
NER.
For use in MicroNeel system, the custom instance of SMT was configured to expose
the SocialLink resource v1.0 and it’s alignments API is utilized to perform the reverse
alignment directly disambiguating a user mention in tweet. As mentioned in Section 7.1.1,
SMT is also able to classify any given Twitter profile as a person, organization, or other
even if the alignment is not found in the resource. Additionally, SMT produces match
probabilities allowing downstream merging approaches to take this confidence measure
into account when blending di↵erent predictions together.
7.2.2

Description of the System

MicroNeel accepts a micropost text as input, which may include hashtags, mentions of
Twitter users, and URLs. Alternatively, a tweet ID can be supplied in input (as done in
NEEL-IT), and the system retrieves the corresponding text and metadata (e.g., author
information, date and time, language) from Twitter API, if the tweet has not been deleted
by the user or by Twitter itself.
Processing in MicroNeel is structured as a pipeline of three main steps, outlined in
Figure 7.3: preprocessing, annotation, and merging. Their execution on an example tweet
is shown in Figure 7.4.
10
11

http://tint.fbk.eu/
http://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP/
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Preprocessing During the first step, the original text of the micropost is rewritten,
keeping track of the mappings between original and rewritten o↵sets. The rewritten text
is obtained by applying the following transformations:
• Hashtags in the text are replaced with their tokenizations. Given an hashtag, a
bunch of 100 tweets using it is retrieved from Twitter. Then, when some camel-case
versions of that hashtag are found, tokenization is done based on the sequence of
uppercase letters used.
• User mentions are also replaced with their tokenizations (based on camel-case) or
the corresponding display names, if available.
• Slangs, abbreviations, and some common typos in the text are replaced based
on a custom dictionary (for Italian, we extracted it from the Wikipedia page
Gergo di Internet12 ).
• URLs, emoticons, and other unprocessable sequences of characters in the text are
discarded.
• True-casing is performed to recover the proper word case where this information is
lost (e.g., all upper case or lower case text). This task employs a dictionary, which
for Italian is derived from Morph-It! (Zanchetta and Baroni, 2005).
To help disambiguation, the rewritten text is then augmented with a textual context
obtained by aggregating the following contents, if available:
• Hashtag descriptions from tagdef,13 a collaborative online service;
• Twitter user descriptions for author and user mentions in the original text;
• Titles of web pages linked by URLs in the original text.
In the example shown in Figure 7.4, from the original tweet
[Original text]
(author: @OscardiMontigny)
#LinkedIn: 200 milioni di iscritti, 4 milioni in Italia http://t.co/jK8MRiaS
via @vincos
we collect
• metadata information for the author (Twitter user @OscardiMontigny);
12
13

https://it.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gergo_di_Internet
https://www.tagdef.com/
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Figure 7.4. An example of annotation.

• description of the hashtag #LinkedIn;
• title of the URL http://t.co/jK8MRiaS;
• metadata information for the Twitter user @vincos, mentioned in the tweet.
The resulting (cleaned) tweet is
[Rewritten text]
LinkedIn: 200 milioni di iscritti, 4 milioni in Italia via Vincenzo Cosenza
with context
[Context]
Speaker; Blogger; Mega-Trends, Marketing and Innovation Divulgator. #linkedin
is about all things from Linkedin. LinkedIn: 200 milioni di iscritti, 4 milioni in
Italia — Vincos Blog. Strategist at @BlogMeter My books: Social Media ROI
— La società dei dati.
Annotation In the second step, annotation is performed by three independent annotator
tools run in parallel:
• The rewritten text is parsed with the NER module of Tint. This processing annotates
named entities of type person, organization, and location.
• The rewritten text, concatenated with the context, is annotated by The Wiki Machine
with a list of entities from the full Italian DBpedia. The obtained EL annotations
are enriched with the DBpedia class (extended with Airpedia), and mapped to the
considered NER categories (person, organization, location, product, event).
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• The user mentions in the tweet are assigned a type and are linked to the corresponding
DBpedia entities using SMT; as for the previous case, SMT types and DBpedia
classes are mapped to NER categories. A problem here is that many user mentions
classified as persons or organizations by SMT are non-annotable according to NEELIT guidelines.14 Therefore, we implemented two strategies for deciding whether to
annotate a user mention: the rule-based SMT annotator always annotates if the SMT
type is person or organization, whereas the supervised SMT annotator decides using
an SVM classifier trained on the development set of NEEL-IT.
The middle box in Figure 7.4 shows the entities extracted by each tool: The Wiki
Machine recognizes “LinkedIn” as organization and “Italia” as location; SMT identifies
“@vincos” as a person; and Tint classifies “LinkedIn” as organization and “Italia” and
“Vincenzo Cosenza” as persons.
Merging The last part of the pipeline consists in deciding which annotations have to be
kept and which ones should be discarded. In addition, the system has to choose how to
deal with conflicts (for example inconsistency between the NER class produced by Tint
and the one extracted by The Wiki Machine).
Specifically, the task consists in building a merger that chooses at most one NER class
(and possibly a compatible DBpedia link) for each o↵set of the text for which at least one
annotator recognized an entity. For instance, in the example of Figure 7.4, the merger
should ignore the annotation of @vincos, as it is not considered a named entity.
As baseline, we first developed a rule-based merger that does not discard any annotation
and solves conflicts by majority vote or, in the event of a tie, by giving di↵erent priorities
to the annotations produced by each annotator.15
We then trained a supervised merger consisting of a multi-class SVM whose output is
either one of the NER categories or a special NONE category, for which case we discard all
the annotations for the o↵set. The classifier is trained on the development tweets provided
by the task organizers, using libSVM (Chang and Lin, 2011) with a polynomial kernel and
controlling precision/recall via the penalty parameter C for the NONE class. Given an
o↵set and the associated entity annotations we use the following features:
• whether the entity is linked to DBpedia;
• whether the tool x annotated this entity;
14

Basically, a user mention can be annotated in NEEL-IT if its NER category can be determined by
just looking at the username and its surrounding textual context in the tweet. Usernames resembling a
person or an organization name are thus annotated, while less informative usernames are not marked as
their nature cannot be determined without looking at their Twitter profiles or at the tweets they made,
which is done instead by SMT.
15
Tint first, followed by The Wiki Machine and SMT.
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Table 7.1. MicroNeel performances on NEEL-IT test set for di↵erent configurations.

Configuration

Mention CEAF
P
R
F1

Strong mention match
P
R
F1

Strong link match
P
R
F1

Overall
F1

base run
merger run
all run

0.514
0.576
0.574

0.547
0.455
0.453

0.530
0.509
0.506

0.457
0.523
0.521

0.487
0.415
0.412

0.472
0.463
0.460

0.567
0.664
0.670

0.412
0.332
0.332

0.477
0.442
0.444

0.497
0.475
0.474

base
base
base
base
base

0.587
0.504
0.487
0.554
0.513

0.341
0.525
0.430
0.399
0.547

0.431
0.514
0.457
0.464
0.530

0.524
0.448
0.494
0.492
0.453

0.305
0.468
0.437
0.356
0.485

0.386
0.458
0.464
0.413
0.468

0.531
0.564
0.579
0.606
0.566

0.420
0.372
0.049
0.354
0.416

0.469
0.448
0.090
0.447
0.480

0.429
0.477
0.349
0.444
0.496

-

NER
SMT
EL
rewriting
context

• whether the tool x annotated the entity with category y (x can be Tint, SMT, or
The WikiMachine; y can be one of the possible categories, such as person, location,
and so on);
• the case of the annotated text (uppercase initials, all uppercase, all lowercase, etc.);
• whether the annotation is contained in a Twitter username and/or in a hashtag;
• whether the annotated text is an Italian common word and/or a known proper name;
common words were taken from Morph-It!, while proper nouns were extracted from
Wikipedia biographies;
• whether the annotated text contains more than one word;
• frequencies of NER categories in the training dataset of tweets.
The result of the merging step is a set of NER and EL annotations as required by
the NEEL-IT task. EL annotations whose DBpedia entities are not part of the English
DBpedia were discarded when participating in the task, as for NEEL-IT rules. They
were however exploited for placing the involved entities in the same coreference set. The
remaining (cross-micropost) coreference annotations for unlinked (NIL) entities were
derived with a simple baseline that always put entities in di↵erent coreference sets.16
Implementation The MicroNeel extraction pipeline is available as open source (GPL)
from the project website.17 It is written in Java and additional components for preprocessing, annotation, and merging can be easily created by implementing an Annotator interface.
The configuration, including the list of components to be used and their parameters, can
be set through a specific JSON configuration file.
16

It turned out after the evaluation that the alternative baseline that corefers entities with the same
(normalized) surface form performed better on NEEL-IT test data.
17
https://github.com/fbk/microneel
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7.2.3

Results

Table 7.1 reports on the performances obtained by MicroNeel at the NEEL-IT task of
EVALITA 2016, measured using three sets of Precision (P), Recall (R), and F1 metrics (Basile et al., 2016a):
• mention CEAF tests coreference resolution;
• strong typed mention match tests NER (i.e., spans and categories of annotated
entities);
• strong link match assesses EL (i.e., spans and DBpedia URIs of annotated entities).
Starting from their F1 scores, an overall F1 score was computed as a weighted sum (0.4
for mention CEAF and 0.3 for each other metric).
MicroNeel was trained on the development set of 1000 annotated tweets distributed
as part of the task, and tested on 300 tweets. We submitted three runs (upper part of
Table 7.1) that di↵er on the techniques used – rule-based vs supervised – for the SMT
annotator and the merger:
• base uses the rule-based variants of the SMT annotator and the merger;
• merger uses the rule-based SMT annotator and the supervised merger;
• all uses the supervised variants of the SMT annotator and the merger.
In addition to the official NEEL-IT scores, the lower part of Table 7.1 reports the
result of an ablation test that starts from the base configuration and investigates the
contributions of di↵erent components of MicroNeel: The Wiki Machine (EL), Tint (NER),
SMT, the tweet rewriting, and the addition of textual context during preprocessing.
Contrary to our expectations, the base run using the simpler rule-based SMT and
rule-based merger performed better than the other runs employing supervised techniques.
Table 7.1 shows that the contribution of the supervised SMT annotator was null on the
test set. The supervised merger, on the other hand, is only capable of changing the
precision/recall balance (which was already good for the base run) by keeping only the
best annotations. We tuned it for maximum F1 via cross-validation on the development
set of NEEL-IT, but the outcome on the test set was a decrease of recall not compensated
by a sufficient increase of precision, leading to an overall decrease of F1.
The ablation test in the lower part of Table 7.1 shows that the largest drop in
performances results from removing The Wiki Machine, which is thus the annotator most
contributing to overall performances, whereas SMT is the amounts to a +0.0193 F1. Even
though the contribution of the SMT backed by the SocialLink is smaller compared to other
annotators, it is to be expected given that the other two tools are specifically designed to
perform NEL. The rewriting of tweet texts accounts for +0.0531 F1, whereas the addition
of textual context had essentially no impact on the test set, contrarily to our expectations.
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An error analysis on the produced annotations showed that many EL annotations were
not produced due to wrong word capitalization (e.g., lower case words not recognized as
named entities), although the true-casing performed as part of preprocessing mitigated
the problem. An alternative and possibly more robust solution may be to retrain the EL
tool not considering letter case.
7.2.4

Discussion

MicroNeel obtained the second best result in the NEEL-IT task at EVALITA 2016. In
particular, MicroNeel got the best performance in the linking task, mainly thanks to
the Wiki Machine and the additional EL contribution by SMT. Overall, these results
demonstrate that MicroNeel approach is e↵ective even if it builds on standard NER and
EL components. The added value consists in the way these components are integrated and
in the use of SMT to directly solve the NER + EL task for Twitter user mentions. In the
future, we plan to revise the SMT annotator to exploit the latest version of SocialLink, to
adapt MicroNeel to English and other languages, and to integrate some other modules both
in the preprocessing and annotation steps, such as the NER system expressly developed
for tweets described by Minard et al. (2016).

7.3

Pokedem: an Automatic Social Media Management Application

Another system that exploits SMT’s API is Pokedem (Corcoglioniti et al., 2017, 2018) —
an automatic social media management application for Twitter that we are developing
and that leverages many of the results and expertise acquired within this thesis.
Typically, the task of managing the social media presence of a company or a public
person is the job of a dedicated social media account manager. While many attempts have
been made in recent years to provide more automation to account managers, complete
workflow automation has still to be achieved.
Pokedem18 is an application for Twitter that aims at filling this gap, recommending
actions (tweet/retweet, follow/unfollow, like/unlike) that could be performed by the account
manager with the business-relevant goal (Paniagua and Sapena, 2014) of improving account
popularity and audience engagement, rather than suggesting people and contents that
the user may like as typically considered in Twitter recommendation literature (Kywe
et al., 2012). Beyond recommendations, Pokedem also provides account managers with
comprehensive data analytics about the performance of the account as well as the profiling
18

Demonstration video at http://pokedem.futuro.media/
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of the target audience, ultimately reducing the burden, required time and skills for account
managers, and allowing them to focus on activities needing human judgment and creativity.
Pokedem relies on SMT to enrich the actions suggested, bolstering the target account
performance. In particular, SMT is used to substitute named entities in the suggested text
with the resolved Twitter profiles as proposed by the SMT pipeline. Additionally, parts of
the feature extraction pipelines developed as part of the SocialLink are used to build user
profiling approaches used by the system. In this section, we showcase the capabilities of
Pokedem, highlighting through a use case deployment (@esseredeltoro account) how its
use allows managing social media presence with little e↵ort.
7.3.1

Background

Social media presence is recognized as an important factor for businesses, as it provides
a channel for reaching potential customers, enabling for instance to gather their preferences and feedback, increase revenues through social marketing, and in general improve
brand awareness and reputation (Paniagua and Sapena, 2014). However, maintaining a
social media account and growing it by acquiring and engaging followers — the potential
customers — are not for free. On the one hand, a successful account must provide some
value to its followers, e.g., in terms of posted contents, conversation, and engagement. On
the other hand, unless there is a reputation capital to leverage (e.g., a famous brand) and
excluding the questionable practice of buying fake followers, gathering valuable followers
that may interact and provide value to the account (di↵erently from fake followers) may not
be easy: these users have to discover the account first, so they must be actively searched,
engaged and converted into followers by the account manager. All these activities require
time and skills, and may be economically non-viable for professionals and small businesses
lacking the required resources. While social media account automation tools exist to help
account managers, they typically cover only the most basic tasks, like scheduling and
optimizing posts for di↵erent social networks, and the feasibility and potential of further
account automation are still largely unexplored from both a research and application
points of view.
Many strategies are used to acquire followers on social media. Ignoring the paid
promotion of one’s account via the social media platform, and the purchase of fake
followers (Cresci et al., 2015) that generally violates terms of use and brings no interaction
(acquired followers are fake “zombie” accounts), these strategies generally sum up to
(i) providing original contents and other value that may attract users, and (ii) actively
engaging users, e.g., by following or mentioning them, to convert them into followers. For
the latter strategies, the choice of the users to engage is crucial. Mass follow strategies
typically (and controversially) pick random users, but even if they convert into followers
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 7.5. Pokedem web UI (exemplified for the @esseredeltoro Twitter account): (a) Recommendations
tab, (b) User Profiling tab, (c) Analytics tab.
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they may not be interested in interacting with the account, making them of limited value
from a social and business points of view. On the other hand, manually picking users
is time-consuming and does not scale. A recommendation system suggesting potential
followers to engage – like the one provided by Pokedem also leveraging SMT– would thus
be an invaluable asset for social media account managers.
The use of recommendation techniques to suggest the users to follow on social media
has already been studied in the literature. However, the proposed approaches focus
on recommending followees that a target/active user may find interesting. These approaches typically leverage either the social network topology via collaborative filtering
techniques (Armentano et al., 2012; Kim and Shim, 2014; Zhao et al., 2013), the topics and
features of user-generated contents via content-based techniques (Armentano et al., 2013),
or both kinds of features (Hannon et al., 2010; Barbieri et al., 2014); some approaches
also consider the user sentiment (Yuan et al., 2014) and personality traits (Tommasel
et al., 2016). The task solved by these approaches di↵er from the recommendation task
implemented by Pokedem as they do not aim at recommending users that may follow-back
the target account, although in principle one may apply such systems indirectly by providing a ranked list of recommendations for every user in the social network (which may
be millions) and then rank those users based on how high our target account looking for
followers appears in those lists or how high it is scored (a ranking that we may assume to
correlate with the follow-back likelihood). This is however an impractical solution if the
goal is to provide recommendation to a single (or few) target account(s), and we are thus
not investigating it further.
Other approaches in the literature take a network-centric view in recommending
followees, e.g., by aiming at maximizing the content spread on the network (Chaoji
et al., 2012), and thus address a task di↵erent from ours. Twitter itself provides a
followee recommendation service (Gupta et al., 2013) that operates by default on each
user homepage and is accountable for a large fraction of the follow relations on Twitter. A
survey of recommendation tasks and systems on Twitter is provided by Kywe et al. (2012).
7.3.2

Description of the System

Pokedem consists of three main components, corresponding to distinct tabs in the web
interface it provides to social media account managers (Figure 7.5): Recommendations,
User Profiling, and Analytics.
Recommendations This tab (excerpt in Figure 7.5a) provides a ranked, always upto-date list of recommended social media actions, with explanations of why they are
recommended. The account manager may reject, execute immediately, or schedule a
recommended action for later execution at an optimal time chosen by the system.
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Recommendations are generated using content-based recommendation techniques (Lops
et al., 2011) based on rich user profile features, tailored to each type of action, and aimed
at improving account reputation rather than mimicking the account manager’s behavior.
Therefore, actions are proposed based on the likelihood of a positive feedback on social
media—follow-back for follow or like actions, likes or retweets for tweet actions—estimated
from previous actions done by the account. The execute/reject feedback of the account
manager for past actions is currently ignored. Pokedem recommends:
• following users that may follow back the account (top box in Figure 7.5a), based on
several user profile features that are compared in a content-based way with the ones
of followers;
• tweeting links to relevant news articles (bottom box in Figure 7.5a), chosen from
configurable RSS feeds based on news popularity (e.g., number of comments) and
topicality;
• tweeting di↵erent charts comparing the social media performances (activity level,
influence) of users on configurable topics, to engage them and improve followers
retention.
For tweeting actions, we also recommend trending hashtags to increase tweet visibility.
Additionally, Pokedem supports replacing named entities with corresponding Twitter
accounts using the SMT NEL capabilities. This is done to both engage with the entities
mentioned in the target tweet and to provide followers with rich content specifically tailored
for Twitter.
User Profiling This tab (excerpt in Figure 7.5b) shows the rich user profiles collected
by Pokedem to support recommendations. Profiles are computed for the target Twitter
audience of the account, identified by navigating the social network from representative seed
accounts. In addition to basic attributes (e.g., language, creation date, followers count),
the following attributes are extracted from public social media data via state-of-the-art
classification techniques and the linking of popular Twitter accounts to Wikipedia/DBpedia
using the SocialLink pipeline and resource:
• user gender/type (person, org.), via rules and gazetteers;
• user location, either gathered explicitly from the user or estimated via supervised
classifiers trained on explicit data;
• user influence score, consisting in a h-index like measure based on the number of
user tweets and their retweets/likes;
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• user activity level, based on number and recency of tweets;
• domain-specific attributes like the user’s favourite football team, estimated mainly
based on followed accounts.
Filtering facilities and attribute distribution charts support demographic analyses and
microtargeting (Barbu, 2014), i.e., the selection and engagement of specific users on the
basis of their attributes.
Analytics This tab (graph example in Figure 7.5c) leverages the metrics gathered for
recommending actions (e.g., numbers of followers, likes, retweets) to o↵er charts and other
analytics services. They allow comparing the performances of the managed account and of
competitor accounts (listed by the account manager) along time and di↵erent dimensions,
to identify the metrics needing improvement.
7.3.3

Results

We deployed Pokedem to @esseredeltoro19 , a Twitter account that we created on August 2016
to support the development and testing of Pokedem and that we use here to demonstrate
its capabilities.
Account @esseredeltoro acts as a non-personal, community-like account targeting the
supporters of Torino Football Club, a professional football team playing in the Italian top
football division (Serie A). Similarly to other “competitor” Twitter accounts, @esseredeltoro
aims at becoming a popular account among Torino’s supporters, acquiring followers and
fostering interaction with them.
Challenge As @esseredeltoro account managers needing followers and reputation starting
from scratch, we look for interesting news to publish and people to follow. However, surfing
social networks and websites to find good contents, and going over users accounts who
might follow @esseredeltoro and spread its contents, are time consuming tasks. Deciding
when to tweet to maximize impressions and interacting with users are other expensive
tasks.
Strategy We delegated to Pokedem all the activities that could be automated: (i) keeping
track of the latest Twitter trending topics related to Torino; (ii) recommending interesting
and influential people to follow; (iii) discovering and recommending relevant contents
about the team; (iv) creating and recommending charts about Torino’s supporters most
active on Twitter and their comparison with supporters of the opposite team in a match;
and (v) assessing the impact of actions performed on the account. This let us concentrate
19

https://twitter.com/esseredeltoro
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Figure 7.6. Conversion rates (percentage of recommended users converted into followers) of Pokedem
compared to some of the accounts in the same domain (Serie A and Torino FC) and two simple baselines:
a basic content-based follow strategy and the Twitter suggestions (Gupta et al., 2013)
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Figure 7.7. Growth rates (avg. new followers per day) on our account and the baselines for growing from
100 to 1000 followers and for period Sept. 15, 2016 – March 15, 2017.

on tasks requiring creativity and reasoning, like creating original contents and interacting
with people that we follow or like.
Results ⇠50% of tweets and ⇠95% of follow actions done so far by @esseredeltoro were
recommended by Pokedem, with considerable time savings for the account managers.
26% of users followed via Pokedem recommendations followed back (vs. 8% for Twitter
recommendations (Gupta et al., 2013), tested by executing all recommended actions for
1 month). Conversion rates are shown in Figure 7.6. Together with the engaging posts
recommended by Pokedem, this allowed @esseredeltoro to jump from 100 to 1000 followers
in ⇠6 months (4.3 new followers/day, vs 1.0 avg. of competitors for the same 100 to
1000 followers growth), approaching competitors in terms of popularity and interaction
rates (0.015 replies+retweets+likes/follower/day, vs 0.019 avg. of competitors). Figure 7.7
details the performance of Pokedem compared to various accounts exhibiting similar
follow/post behaviour in our domain. “Follow” accounts tried to follow audience in the
domain to acquire a follow-back, while “Post” accounts were focused on posting original
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content to attract new followers. Finally, the figure also reports the growth rate of all
competing accounts regardless of the chosen strategy.
7.3.4

Discussion

Pokedem can be deployed on di↵erent accounts to e↵ectively improve reputation and
audience engagement with its recommendations. Pokedem uses SocialLink feature extraction
pipeline to build a user representation as well as SMT NEL capabilities to enrich the
tweet before posting. A preliminary evaluation on a real Twitter account shows that
Pokedem greatly outperforms competitor Twitter accounts in the same domain in terms
of conversion and account growth rates. These results originate from ongoing work in
investigating forms of social media automation for supporting account managers in their
daily activities.
For the future we plan to further exploit SMT and SocialLink within Pokedem, in all
its capabilities as listed in section 7.3.2. Concerning recommendations, we plan to inject
DBpedia data obtained via SocialLink links to provide additional features when evaluating
a tweet in Pokedem content-based recommender system. Concerning profiling, we plan to
use techniques like the ones described in Chapter 6, but this time aimed at categorizing
tweets rather than users interests, which can be achieved by placing tweets in the social
graph (e.g., via the users involved in the tweet) and then propagating interest categories
from popular users in the graph to the target tweet. Concerning analytics, we plan to
leverage SMT and SocialLink to automatically discover and suggest relevant accounts of
influencers, competitors and other benchmark users to compare against, these accounts
found by querying the KB and then mapping the entities found to their Twitter accounts
via SocialLink links.

7.4

Conclusions

In this chapter, we described the Social Media Toolkit system – the set of tools that
facilitate the usage of SocialLink pipeline and resource by providing additional functionality
on top of it. The core motivation for building SMT was to realize some of the knowledge
transfer scenarios we envisioned while developing SocialLink to prove that knowledge
transfer is in fact possible and able to provide meaningful improvements to a variety of
tasks. Now it has become an invaluable tool allowing other researchers to build their
systems on top of SocialLink much easier and helping to debug and test di↵erent setups of
the SocialLink family of approaches. We showcase this ability by describing two systems
that were developed recently and exploit SMT capabilities: MicroNeel and Pokedem.
MicroNeel system was the first one to benefit from the knowledge transfer provided by
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SocialLink, acting as a testbed for developing early versions of the project. Pokedem, by
contrast, is a much more sophisticated system that was able to embed SocialLink pipeline
as a cornerstone for its tweet-enriching functionality. Overall, Social Media Toolkit and
the two described systems allowed us to develop SocialLink faster and in a more robust
manner by directly observing the e↵ect of various additions to the linking approach on
downstream tasks, such as Named Entity Linking.
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